
Defining a Solutior
Many of the substances that we use d’ y coi e
other substances with little or no water hi t th ri v
For example, we may purchase syrup, household in ms
already added, but we mix baking soda, salt, sugar, nd d
water. Most of the chemical reactions that iou see in fi c soo
environment. Indeed, most of the chemical reaction ne ssa
planet occur in water.

Because so many substances dissolve in it, water is f en t d t

universal solvent. Of course, this is an exaggeration. Not all things dissolve
water. Imagine if they did; we would not be able to find a container for water

Before restricting our study to mixtures involving is ater, we will re ie tl
more general definition and types of a solution.

Solutions
Solutions are homogeneous mixtures of substances composed of at least one
solute and one solvent, Liquid-state and gas-state solutions are clear (trans
parent)—you can see through them; they are not cloudy or murky in appear
ance. Solutions may be coloured or colourless. Opaque or translucent (cloud
mixtures, such as milk, contain undissolved particles large enough to block o
scatter light waves, These mixtures are considered to be heterogeneous.

It is not immediately obvious whether a clear substance is puie ur is a mi
ture, but it is certainly homogeneous. Homogeneous mixtures in the liquid state
and the gas state are always clear with only one phase present. If you were to d
a chemical analysis of a sample of a homogeneous mixture (i e , a solution) you
would find that the proportion of each chemical in the sample remains the same,
regardless of how small the sample is, This is explained by the idea that there is a
uniform mixture of particles (atoms, ions, and/or molecules) in a solution
Empirically, a solution is homogeneous; theoretically, it is uniform at the ator vie
and molecular level.

Both solutes and solvents may
be gases, liquids, or solids, pro
ducing a number of different corn
binations (Table 1). In metal alloys,
such as bronze or the mercury
amalgam used in tooth fillings, the
dissolving has taken place in liquid
form before the solution is used in
solid form. Common liquid solu
tions that have a solvent other than
water include varnish, spray furni
ture polish, and gasoline. Gasoline,
for example, is a mixture of as many
as 400 different hydrocarbons and
other compounds (Figure 1). These
substances form a solution—a

gas in solid oxygen in solid water (in ce(

liquid in gas water in air (humdity(

liquid in liquid methanol in water (in antifreeze(

liquid in solid mercury in silver (in tooth
fillings(

solid n liquid sugar n water (n syrup(

solid in so id tin in copper (in bronze(

homogeneous mixture at the molecular level. There are many su h dr a h
solutions, including kerosene (a Canadian invented fuel for la ips an st m
and turpentine (used for cleaning paintbrush s) Mo se nd ii 1 d
solve in hydrocarbon solvents
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Misleading Labelling

e ed as “homoge
rize ear g tat t Cream equasy
at ibutd tt oughout the milk. This use of

the or does not natch the chemistry defi
n Uon of sot ogeneous Using the strict
cherr ist y defin ton, milk is not a homoge
neous mature, bit a heterogeneous mixture.
Mi k is rot a solution.

a homogeneous mixture of sub
stances composed of at least one solute and
one solvent

a uniform mix-
tore of only ore phase

a substance that is dissolved in a
solvent (e g , salt NaC I

the medium in which a solute is
dissolved often the liquid component of a
solution Ic g , water(

Table 1: Classification of Solutions

Solute
in solvent

gas in gas

gas in liquid

Example of solution

oxygen in nitrogen (in air(

oxygen in water (in most water(
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